
Laptop
Fifth Grade



5th Grade Laptop Challenge
What is it?
● A guide for teachers to lead their students through procedures and basic tech skills.  
● A fun way to review and introduce procedures and basic tech skills during the beginning of the year then focus on the 

learning for the rest of the year 
● Challenges that can be used to introduce a lesson or to reinforce what students already know how to do
● By completing each challenge, teacher observation and class conversations should guide students’ understanding of 

each skill and the amount of time needed to master

How long will this take?
● The challenge is designed to move teachers and students at a semi-rapid rate necessary for students to experience and 

learn all of these tech skills by the end of the second month of school or shortly thereafter 
● By completing as much as possible in first quarter:  ¼ of the year to allow implementation of basic skills; ¾ of the year 

to redefine learning experiences (even primary grades)
● The rate at which each class moves through the challenge is up to the teacher
● Teachers can do more than one each day (especially if the students already know) or skip days in between tasks to 

allow students time to practice

Note:  Microsoft is ever changing with live updates.  Sometimes the  newest features do not match the 
images on this Challenge.  As self learners, model the changes for your students that may not match the 
slide. 



1
I will take care of my laptop because 

technology is a GREAT gift! I will:
● Use both hands to carry it

● Keep food and drink away from it

● Turn it off at the end of each day

● Charge it overnight so it is ready to be used the 

next morning.



2
I can turn on my laptop.

I can log on to my laptop.

I know my password and
I will keep it private.

Challenge:
As a class set a goal with date when everyone in the class knows his/her password without adult assistance.



3

I can turn my laptop off.

I know it is important to regularly

turn off my laptop so it can receive updates.



4
I know how to put my laptop away.

I know how to plug my laptop charger in.

My laptop is charged everyday for school.

Challenge:
As a class set a goal of being able to put laptops away correctly 5 days in a row. Once reached, the class earns a prize. For 

example, 5 extra minutes of recess. Then start the challenge again but with a longer time period.



5 I know the parts of my laptop.
● Power on

● Screen, keyboard, touchpad and camera
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6
I know how to turn the volume up and down.

I know how to mute the sound.

I know how to use my headphones.



7 I know the parts of my desktop.

● Background picture

● Clock
● Internet Connection
● Battery Level

● Start menu
● Applications on 

Task Bar
● Internet Browser



8
I can search for an app

under the Start Menu.



9
I can add to my Bookmark Bar.

I can add my school’s website for practice.

1.

2.

Touch the white star.

The star will turn
yellow

Touch > Save

Edit name.
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I can add websites I use a lot for school to my 

bookmarks bar.

Teacher Note:
If the website requires a student log in, access it through Clever.



I know how to use

for shortcuts

to many sites.

helps manage my

user names and passwords.
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12
I know how to log in to our school's portal.
o Go to (insert web address)
o Sign in with your school email and password
o (Tip: bookmark portal)

Now you can…
o Access email at home from ANY device
o Use Word or PPT online
o Save work to your OneDrive



13
I know how to log in to

to view my
classroom newsletter
and grades.

o Find weekly newsletters
under “Planning”

o Grades under “Gradebook”



14

I know how to send an email.



15
I know how to attach a file to an email.

I know how to save an attachment from an email.



16

Keyboarding
o I have learned correct keyboarding techniques.

o I will use both hands when I type on the keyboard.

o I will continue to practice this technique when I type, even thought it feels 

awkward while I get used to it.

o I can type 17 words per minute.

Teacher Tip: use typing.com to help students practice typing (use Clever for student accounts!)

http://www.typing.com/


17
I know how to use all of the keys on my keyboard.

I know there are some other keyboard shortcuts.

I could use these shortcuts if I want to.



18
I can quickly make changes to all the text that I select:

Click and drag your mouse over some of the words in 

your document.
o Change the font

o Change the size and color

o Bold the text

o Underline the text

o Add bullets



● I know how to name and save a document in One Drive

● I know how to share a document

● I know how to leave a comment
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● I know how to do useful things in Word
○ Spell check

○ Voice typing

○ Insert my photo
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○ Insert tables

○ Insert text boxes



21
Our class discusses Internet Safety everyday.

Somedays this is a lesson and other days this is just a quick 

reminder.

Resource:
https://sites.google.com/a/lsr7.net/connect2learn/digital-citizenship/students-2

https://sites.google.com/a/lsr7.net/connect2learn/digital-citizenship/students-2
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I know how to use my laptop

to learn and practice my 

learning.



23
I know where to find

educational sites that my

teacher has approved to use.



24
I know how to do research on the web:
● I know how to efficiently search on the web

● I know how to check if a website is credible

● I know that not everything posted on the internet is true

● If I find a website that is inappropriate, I will close my laptop and alert my 

teacher.



25
I understand I have a digital footprint

for everything I do online.



26
I will use good digital citizenship:
● by keeping personal information and passwords private

● when I communicate with others using technology

● when I collaborate with classmates using technology

● use the Internet to research and solve problems

● create and share digital projects I have created



27
I can help create a classroom

Technology Citizenship pledge.



28
I understand the difference:
● Logging on/off my laptop to protect my work and/or save battery.

I can do this by:

○ Shutting the lid

○ Signing out

○ Automatic Time out (after 5 minutes of no use)

● Restarting my laptop

○ Runs updates

○ Helps make my laptop “behave” better



29
I know the correct and safe way to clean my laptop. 

Minor cleaning and basic dusting:

● Shut down the laptop (the screen will be blank)

● Wipe the LCD screen gently with a soft, 

dry cloth (such as those used to clean eyeglasses)



29
I know the correct and safe way to 

clean my laptop. 

If marks remain after basic cleaning:

● Moisten the cloth with LCD cleaner. 

Gently stroke the cloth across the display in one direction, 

moving from the top of the display to the bottom.

● Be sure the screen is dry before closing the lid or turning it back on.



29
I know the correct and safe way to clean my laptop. 

To disinfect the keyboard:

● Use the same moistened cloth with LCD cleaner.

● Very carefully and slowly wipe keys on keyboard to get rid of germs. 



30
When checking out other media and technology equipment 

(iPads, cameras, microphones etc.) …
o I will follow the same rules I follow with my laptop

o I will be a good steward of the shared equipment



Congratulations
Teachers – Access editable student certificates on the J-Drive

Under: Technology > Technology Challenges _Fall Roll Out

https://cornerstonechristi258-my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/kmumley_ccak12_net/EZgXljm7NWFDgRTnP6srvcYBF864V36S40sN5SOvyueTtg?e=jW7dID

